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train simulator is a game of enduring
frustration with some of the most complex
training and level design ever seen in a
railway game. however, with the ability to add
in new content (route, signals, etc) as new
'add ons' are released, you can tailor the
game to your needs and this is the true
beauty of train simulator. we are always
looking to add new route options and extra
content to the game. all of our add-ons are
designed to be used in conjunction with each
other and, as we release them, we are adding
a number of new routes and assets for you to
use in your own custom games. one of the
most popular of these add-ons is the north
london line, a route that we have been
releasing add-ons for for several years. this
add-on is designed to be used in conjunction
with our recently released north london line
route, to allow the player to take part in the
work on this route. the main reason for
releasing this add-on is to allow the player to
take a look at the work being undertaken on
the north london line. there is no part of the
north london line that hasn't been touched.
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some areas are being rebuilt and re-
engineered, some areas are being modified to
allow for new lines, some areas are being
moved, some are being refurbished, and some
areas are being re-engineered to allow new
lines to be built. as part of this add-on, there
are several new routes available, all of which
start in london and head to the north london
line. every part of the north london line has
been touched. and, just to make things a little
bit more interesting, the north london line is a
brand new route that has never been seen
before in train simulator. with this add-on, you
will be able to see the work that is being
undertaken on the line.
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the north london line route add-on brings the
north london line to the north wales coast. this

route was originally included in the railway
operations add-on for north wales coast:

crewe - llandudno, but is now available as a
separate route. this extension was created by
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the same team that created the north wales
coastal: crewe - llandudno route add-on. the
extension requires ownership of the north

wales coastal: crewe - llandudno route add-on,
which is a separate purchase. train simulator

allows you to play with the rail simulators for a
number of different rail systems. for a quick

overview of the different train simulators and
how to install them, see the steam store
description. the north wales coastal route

extension add-on brings additional mileage to
the highly popular north wales coastal: crewe -
llandudno, extending the route to its natural
end point on the isle of anglesey. you must
own north wales coastal: crewe - llandudno

route add-on, which is a separate purchase, in
order to play the content featured in this route

extension. alan thomsom sim presents the
latest addition to the west coast mainline

midlands & northwest: phase 4 - stoke loop
this brand new route extends the existing

network adding the historic potteries area to
train simulator 2022. the route features brand
new and carefully recreated stations and some

brand new facilities including the famous
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stoke d'abernon roundhouse and the nuneaton
steam railway.. notes: we provide a serial

number with the purchase of this download
version. afterwards, you need to download this
add-on via steam and activate it. this requires
a steam account. further information can be

found in the installation instruction.
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